We present extensive ultraviolet (UV) and optical photometry, as well as dense optical spectroscopy for type II Plateau (IIP) supernova SN 2016X that exploded in the nearby (∼ 15 Mpc) spiral galaxy UGC 08041. The observations span the period from 2 to 180 days after the explosion; in particular, the Swift UV data probably captured the signature of shock breakout associated with the explosion of SN 2016X. It shows very strong UV emission during the first week after explosion, with contribution of ∼ 20 -30% to the bolometric luminosity (versus 15% for normal SNe IIP). Moreover, we found that this supernova has an unusually long rise time of about 12.6 ± 0.5 days in the R band (versus ∼ 7.0 days for typical SNe IIP). The optical light curves and spectral evolution are quite similar to the fast-declining type IIP object SN 2013ej, except that SN 2016X has a relatively brighter tail. Based on the evolution of photospheric temperature as inferred from the Swif t data in the early phase, we derive that the progenitor of SN 2016X has a radius of about 930 ± 70 R ⊙ . This large-size star is expected to be a red supergiant star with an initial mass of 19 -20 M ⊙ based on the mass −− radius relation of the Galactic red supergiants, and it represents one of the most largest and massive progenitors found for SNe IIP.
servational properties of SNe II (e.g. Anderson et al. 2014; Sanders et al. 2015; Valenti et al. 2016) . As the most abundant sub-type, SNe IIP occupy about 70% of all observed SNe II in a volume-limited sample (Li et al. 2011) . The observed plateau in the light curve results from the propagation of a cooling and recombination wave through the SN envelope (Grassberg et al. 1971; Grasberg & Nadezhin 1976) . The presence of prominent hydrogen lines indicates that they retain a significant fraction of hydrogen envelopes before explosion.
Analysis of the archive images allow direct detections of the progenitors for a few SNe IIP, which are generally found to be red supergiant (RSG) stars with a mass range of 8.5-16.5 M⊙ (Smartt 2009 (Smartt , 2015 . The observational limit is lower than the prediction from theoretical models, e.g., 8 to 25 M⊙ (Ekström et al. 2012 ). This inconsistency might be somewhat related to the presence of substantial circumstellar dust around the RSGs, which could lead to the underestimate of luminosity and hence the initial mass of the progenitor stars (Fraser et al. 2012; Van Dyk et al. 2012; Dall'Ora et al. 2014) . SNe IIP show a large diversity in the observational properties, such as peak luminosity, plateau length, expansion velocity, and synthesized nickel mass (Hamuy 2003) . These are connected with the explosion mechanism and the physical characteristics of the progenitors such as mass, explosion energy, and initial radius (Kasen & Woosley 2009; Pumo & Zampieri 2011) . Dozens of SNe IIP have been extensively studied from the ultraviolet to the near-infrared wavelength, i.e. SN 2005cs (Pastorello et al. 2009 ), SN 2009N (Takáts et al. 2014) , and SN 2013ej (Valenti et al. 2014; Huang et al. 2015) , which helps take a deep look into the observed diversity and the progenitor physics. SN 2016X provides another opportunity for such kind of study.
SN 2016X (ASASSN-16at) was discovered by All Sky Automated Survey for SuperNovae (ASAS-SN) on 2016 Jan. 20.59 (UT dates are used throughout this paper) in the nearby SBd galaxy UGC 08041 (z=0.004408 from NED) at a V -band magnitude of ∼15.1 mag. The J2000 coordinates of the SN are α = 12 h 55 m 15.50 s and δ = +00
• 05 ′ 59.7 ′′ , approximately 60 ′′ south and 42 ′′ east from the centre of UGC 08041 (Bock et al. 2016 ). The last non-detection was reported on Jan. 18.35 with a limit of V > 18.0 mag, but it was detected on 2016 Jan. 19.49 at V ∼ 16.6 mag and Jan. 19.50 at V ∼ 17.0 mag. We therefore adopt 2016 Jan. 18.9 (MJD = 57405.92 ± 0.57) as the explosion time. An optical spectrum obtained on Jan. 20.75 suggests that it is a young core-collapse SN (Hosseinzadeh et al. 2016) , while another spectrum obtained on Jan. 23.88 confirms that it is a type II-P SN (Zheng & Zhang 2016) . Grupe et al. (2016) reported the discovery of X-rays from SN 2016X with Swift, which indicates that SN 2016X may have experienced moderate interaction with circumstellar material or stellar wind at early phase. We therefore triggered an instant follow-up campaign to study the photometric and spectroscopic evolution of this young type II-P supernova. The distance to its host galaxy is estimated to be 15.2 Mpc (distance modulus µ = 30.91 ± 0.43 mag) using Tully-Fisher method (Sorce et al. 2014) , which is adopted throughout this work.
In this paper, we present photometry and spectroscopy of the nearby type IIP SN 2016X. In Section 2, we describe the observations and data reduction process for photometric and spectroscopic data. In Section 3, we study the photometric behavior of SN 2016X. The spectroscopic evolution is presented in Section 4. We discuss the explosion parameters and progenitor properties of SN 2016X in Section 5, and summarize our conclusions in Section 6.
OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

Photometry
Ground-based Observation
High-cadence, broad-band photometric data of SN 2016X was obtained in Johnson U BV and Sloan gri filters with the 1.0 m telescopes of Las Cumbres Observatory (LCO; Brown et al. 2013) , spanning from 2016 Jan. 21 to 2016 Jul. 6. We also used the 0.8 m Tsinghua University-NAOC telescope (TNT; Wang et al. 2008; Huang et al. 2012) at Xinglong Observatory and the Lijiang 2.4 m telescope (LJT; Fan et al. 2015) of Yunnan Astronomical Observatories in China to collect photometry in Johnson-Cousin U BV RI filters. The observations began on 2016 Jan. 23 and ended on 2016 Jun. 3.
All data were pre-processed with standard IRAF 1 routines, including the corrections for bias, overscan, flat-field, and cosmic-ray removal. For TNT and LJT data, instrumental magnitudes were determined using the point-spread function (PSF) photometry with the SNOoPy package 2 . The LCO data were reduced using lcogtsnpipe (Valenti et al. 2016) . The colour terms and extinction coefficients were derived from observations of Landolt stars on photometric nights (Landolt 1992) . The photometric zeropoints were determined by comparing the magnitudes of 10 field stars (marked in Figure 1) to the values transformed from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) Data Release 9 catalogue (Ahn et al. 2012 ) using the relation from Chonis & Gaskell (2008) . The coordinates and magnitudes of the reference stars around SN 2016X are listed in Table 1, and the final  calibrated magnitudes of SN 2016X are presented in Table  2 -4.
Swift UVOT Observations
SN 2016X was also observed in the ultraviolet and optical bands with the Ultra-Violet/Optical Telescope (UVOT; Roming et al. 2005) on board the Swift spacecraft (Gehrels et al. 2004 ). The space-based observations were obtained in the uvw2, uvm2, uvw1, u, b, and v filters, covering the period from 2016 Jan. 21 to 2016 Mar. 5, and these data were taken from the Swift Optical/Ultraviolet Supernova Archive 3 (SOUSA; Brown et al. 2014) . The data reduction is based on the method described in Brown et al. (2009) , including subtraction of the host galaxy count rates and usage of the revised UV zeropoints and time-dependent sensitivity loss from Breeveld et al. (2011) . The UVOT magnitudes of SN 2016X are listed in Table 5 .
Spectroscopy
The spectroscopic observations of SN 2016X started on 2016 Jan. 20 and continued until 2016 Jun. 9, corresponding to ∼2 day to ∼140 days after the explosion. A total of 40 lowresolution optical spectra were collected using the LCO 2 m Faulkes Telescope North (FTN; with FLOYDS), the Lijiang 2.4 m telescope (with YFOSC; Fan et al. 2016) , and the Xinglong 2.16 m telescope (with BFOSC). A journal of spectroscopic observations is given in Table 6 .
The spectroscopic data were reduced in a standard manner under the IRAF environment. After bias and overscan corrections, flat-fielding and cosmic-ray removal, one dimensional spectra were extracted using the optimal extraction method (Horne 1986 ). The wavelength calibration was done using the Fe/Ar and Hg/Ar lamp spectra, and the fluxes were calibrated using spectrophotometric standards observed on the same night with the same instrumental setup. FLOYDS spectra were reduced using the floydsspec pipeline.
PHOTOMETRIC EVOLUTION
The light curves of SN 2016X in UV and optical bands are shown in Figure 2 , ranging from 2 to 170 days after explosion. The UV luminosity rises to the peak in a short time, followed by a rapid decline. The optical light curves resemble the evolution of typical SNe IIP but with relatively faster declines during the plateau phase. We present detailed analysis in the following subsections.
Swift UV Light Curves
The Swift UVOT observations of SN 2016X were triggered immediately after its discovery. The very early light curves in the uvw2 and uvm2 bands show an initial decline before rising to the peak at t ∼ 5 days after explosion (see the insert panel of Figure 2 ). This indicates that SN 2016X may have another UV peak within 1-2 days from the explosion, which could be due to the breakout of a blast shockwave through the progenitor star's outer envelope after the corecollapse explosion (Falk & Arnett 1977; Klein & Chevalier 1978) . The observed UV trough might thus be associated with the cooling of shock breakout, when the temperature behind the shock is lower than that at the shock front (Schawinski et al. 2008) . Such a UV trough had ever been reported for two SNe IIP at relatively larger distances, i.e. SNLS-04D2dc (Schawinski et al. 2008 ) and SNLS-06D1jd (Gezari et al. 2008) .
By adopting a polynomial fitting to the early data, we obtained muvw2(max) = 12.79 mag on 4. The insert is a zoom on the early-time UV light curve, with polynomial fitting to the data around maximum. Prominent UV emission is clearly seen at a few days before the primary UV peaks. The phase is given relative to the estimated explosion date, MJD = 57, 405.92. ter the maximum, the SN declines quickly in the swift uvw2, uvm2, uvw1, and u bands, with a rate of 0.245 ± 0.012, 0.269 ± 0.022, 0.208 ± 0.027, 0.135 ± 0.011 mag d −1 , respectively. While the corresponding decay rate is 0.047 ± 0.011, 0.016 ± 0.014 mag d −1 in swift b and v bands. Note that SN 2016X shows a faster decline in uvm2 than in uvw2 and uvw1, which is against the usual trend that the decay rate steepens at shorter wavelengths. This opposite trend is also seen in other SNe IIP (i.e. SN 2005cs), and it might be related to the fact that more Fe III and Fe II lines are concentrated within the uvm2 bandpass . Figure 3 shows Swift UVOT absolute light curves of SN 2016X and some well-observed SNe IIP. Extinction corrections have been applied to all of our objects. As it can be seen, SN 2016X lies on the bright side of SNe IIP, and it reached the UV maximum 2-3 days later than other objects with UV observations. After t ≈ 1 month from the peak, the UV light curves seem to flatten out especially in the uvw1 and uvw2 filters, and this is similarly seen in SN 2012aw, SN 2013ab, and SN 2013ej. At this phase, the UV emission becomes very weak and the photometry can be significantly affected by optical photons leaked out of the red tails of the UV filters (Brown et al. 2016 ). 
Optical Light Curves
The overall evolution of the optical light curves of SN 2016X can be divided into four main phases: the rising phase (∼ 15 days), the plateau phase (∼ 90 days), the transitional phase (∼ 100 days), and the nebular phase (≥ 100 days). The densely sampled data obtained immediately after the explosion allow us to catch the rising evolution of SN 2016X in very early phase. Using polynomial fit to the observed data around the maximum light, we are able to estimate the dates of maximum light and the peak magnitudes in different filters. The results for the phases of maximum and peak magnitudes in different bands are listed in Table  7 .
After the maximum light, the B-band magnitude declines by ∼ 4.0 mag in 100 days, which is larger than the typical value for SNe IIP (i.e. β B 100 < 3.5 mag; Patat et al. 1994 ). The V -band declines by ∼ 0.8 mag from the peak brightness in the first 50 days after explosion, which is also larger than normal SNe IIP (i.e., s50V < 0.5 mag; Faran et al. 2014 ). Moreover, there are a few luminous SNe IIP (e.g. SNe 2007od, 2007pk, 2009bw, 2009dd, and 2013ej ) that are found to show similar large post-maximum magnitude declines Huang et al. 2015) . This indicates that a larger V-band decline should be used to make a distinguish between SNe IIP and SNe IIL, or these fast-declining SNe IIP may actually represent a subclass linking normal SNe IIP and SNe IIL. From the end of the plateau phase, the SN starts a transitional phase with a very rapid flux drop. For example, the V -band magnitude drops by ∼ 2.0 mag during the phase from t≈ +90 days to t≈ +130 days. After t ≈ 110 days, the SN enters into the nebular phase powered by the radioactive decay (i.e., 56 Co to 56 Fe). The decline rates at this phase are estimated to be 0.79, 1.44, 1.22, and 1.14 mag (100d) −1 in BV RI bands, respectively.
Rise time
The rise time is an important parameter to constrain the properties of progenitor and explosion physics of SNe, which is typically defined as the time between the explosion epoch and the maximum light. Following the definition by Gall et al. (2015), we adopt the maximum-light date as the time when the r/R-band magnitude rises by less than 0.01 mag per day.
Based on a sample of 20 SNe IIP and IIL, Gall et al. (2015) found that SNe II show a diversity of rise time, with an average value of 7.0 ± 0.3 days for SNe IIP. The rise time is found to depend more sensitively on the progenitor radius than the mass and explosion energy (Rabinak & Waxman 2011) . On the other side, recent studies indicate that the rise time of SNe II only shows a weak correlation with their luminosities (Valenti et al. 2016; Rubin et al. 2016) . This is in contrast to previous conclusion that brighter SNe II tend to have longer rise time (Gal-Yam et al. 2011; Valenti et al. 2014; Gall et al. 2015) .
Fitting a low-order polynomial to the data around maximum, we find that the r-band light curve has a rise time of 12.6 ± 0.5 days for SN 2016X, and an absolute peak magnitude of −17.00 ± 0.43 mag. Figure 4 shows the comparison of r/R-band light curves and rise time between SN 2016X and some SNe II with early photometry. One can see that SN 2016X has a longer rise time than typical SNe IIP, while the absolute magnitude at the end of rise follows the brighterslower trend. The longer rise time of SN 2016X indicates that its initial radius should be larger than that of normal SNe IIP, as predicted by the fact that photons take longer time to reach the surface of exploding star.
Reddening and Colour Curves
The Galactic reddening along the line of sight to SN 2016X is E(B −V )MW = 0.02 mag (Schlafly & Finkbeiner 2011) . The host galaxy reddening is estimated using the colour method raised by Olivares et al. (2010) which assumes that the intrinsic V − I colour is constant (i.e., (V − I)0 = 0.656 mag) toward the end of the plateau phase. Fitting the V -band light curve with Equation (4) from Olivares et al. (2010) , we obtain the middle of the transition phase as tPT = 95 d. Using the V − I colour at 65 d and correcting for the Galactic reddening, we obtain Av(host) = 0.05±0.21 mag.
Thus we adopt the extinction E(B − V )tot = 0.04 mag for SN 2016X.
In Figure 5 , we show the reddening corrected (U − B)0, (B − V )0, (V − R)0, and (V − I)0 colour curves of SN 2016X together with those of a few comparison SNe IIP. The colour evolution of SN 2016X shows similar trend with that of other SNe IIP. At early time, the (U − B)0 and (B − V )0 colours are quite blue and they evolve towards redder colours rapidly as a result of faster expansion and cooling of the ejecta. In comparison, the (V − R)0 and (V − I)0 colours evolve more slowly with a rate of < 0.5 mag in 30 days. During the plateau phase (∼30-110) days, the (U − B)0 and (B −V )0 colours become progressively red by ∼ 1 mag as the cooling rate decreases, while (V − R)0 and (V − I)0 colours show little change. The (B −V )0 colour shows a peak during the transitional phase around t ∼ +110 days, which is also visible in other SNe IIP. In the nebular phase (> 120 days), the B − V colour becomes gradually bluer, similar to that of SN 1999em and SN 2014cx.
Bolometric Light Curve
Due to the lack of near-infrared observations, we calculated the quasi-bolometric luminosity of SN 2016X following the same method as described in Huang et al. (2015) . After corrections for the line-of-sight extinction, the broadband magnitudes were converted into fluxes at the effective wavelength when V -band observations were available. The data in other bands, if not obtained, were estimated by interpolating the observations on adjacent nights. The spectral energy distribution (SED) were integrated, and the observed fluxes were converted to luminosity with the Tully-Fisher distance from Sorce et al. (2014) . Figure 6 shows the quasi-bolometric UV+optical (U BV RI) light curve of SN 2016X, compared with that of some representative SNe IIP. The peak luminosity is estimated to be as log L bol = 42.17 erg s −1 . Note that the calculations of the quasi-bolometric light curves still suffer large uncertainties in the distance modulus. The plateau luminosity of SN 2016X is not constant but shows a monotonic decline up to t ∼ 90 days after explosion, which is similar with SN 2004et and SN 2013ej. The decline rate during the plateau phase is faster than other normal SNe IIP but comparable to the fast-declining type IIP SN 2013ej. The tail luminosity is lower than that of comparison SNe IIP except for the sub-luminous SN 2005cs, indicating that a relatively small amount of 56 Ni was synthesized in the explosion. Using the least-square fitting, the decline rate at the nebular phase is estimated to be 0.6 mag (100d) −1 .
For the bolometric luminosity, the UV flux has a significant contribution in the early time (≤ 30 d), as shown in Figure 7 . The UV contribution can reach 30% for SN 2016X, which is much higher than other comparison SNe IIP (i.e., ∼15%). Prominent UV emission is also in agreement with the higher temperature and larger progenitor radius derived for SN 2016X in Section 5.2. After about one month, the UV contribution becomes marginally important for most SNe IIP when entering into the plateau phase. Note that the above calculations of UV fraction may suffer from the uncertainties in dust extinctions applied for different SNe IIP. 
SPECTROSCOPIC ANALYSIS
Evolution of Optical Spectra
A total of 40 optical spectra of SN 2016X covering the phase from +2 d to +140 d after the explosion are displayed in Figure 8 . The phases marked in the plot are relative to the explosion date estimated in §3.1. All spectra have been corrected for the recession velocity of the host galaxy (1321±2 km s −1 ) 4 . The main spectral features are identified in previous studies for SNe IIP (Leonard et al. 2002; Pastorello et al. 2004) , and are also marked in Fig 9. The first spectrum, taken at less than 2 days after explosion, shows a featureless blue continuum, consistent with a very young event of core-collapse explosion. The blue continuum indicates that the photosphere has a temperature that is above 10 4 K. At t ≈ 2.6 d, shallow hydrogen Balmer lines, and He i λ5876 lines with broad P-Cygni profiles become visible. The blue wing of Hα absorption indicates that the expansion velocity can reach up to ∼18,000 km s −1 . A double P-Cygni absorption of Hα appears in the t=+8d spectrum (see Fig 9(a) ), and disappears after one month since explosion. The high-velocity feature is also reported in other SNe IIP, which might be due to Si ii λ6355.
After two weeks since explosion (t ≥ 15 d), the He i feature vanishes and is replaced by Na i line at the similar position. Apart from hydrogen Balmer lines, O i λ7774, Ca ii H & K (λ3934, 3968), Ca ii NIR triplet (λ8498, 8542, 8662), and Fe ii multiplets are also clearly seen in the spectra. During the photospheric phase, the spectra turn progressively redder, and a number of narrow metal lines (Fe ii, Ti ii, Sc ii, Ba ii, Mg ii, et al.) emerge in the spectra. These features 4 http://leda.univ-lyon1.fr/ grow progressively stronger and dominate the spectra over time.
After ∼90 days, the continuum flattens, and the spectra become dominated by emission lines, meaning that the SN enters into the nebular phase. The Hα emission profile shows a weak asymmetric feature (also seen in Figure 9c ). The asymmetric feature has been commonly observed in a few SNe IIP (i.e., SNe 1999em, 2004dj, and 2013ej), and might result from interaction with circumstellar medium, asymmetry in the line-emitting region (Leonard et al. 2002) , or bipolar 56 Ni distribution in a spherical envelope (Chugai 2006) . The subsequent spectra show permitted lines due to metals, when the outer ejecta became optically thin. And the spectra are characterized by the presence of forbidden lines [O i] λλ6300, 6364 and [Ca ii] λλ7291, 7324.
Comparison with Other SNe IIP
In Figure 9 , we compare the spectra evolution of SN 2016X to a few other SNe IIP at similar phases, i.e. the early phase at one week, the plateau phase at 2 months, and the nebular phase at 4 months after explosion. SN 2016X shows similarities with these comparison SNe IIP (especially SN 2013ej and SN 2014cx) in the spectral evolution. In the early phase, the spectrum of SN 2016X shows weaker and broader pro- 
Expansion Velocities
The measurement of the ejecta velocities and comparison with that of other SNe IIP are presented in this subsection. The expansion velocities of hydrogen and metal lines are measured by using SPLOT in IRAF to locate the absorption minima. The upper panel of Figure 10 shows the line velocities of Hα, Hβ, Fe II λ5169, 5018 and 4924. During the first week after the explosion, the expansion velocity of hydrogen is above 10,000 km s −1 and it declines very rapidly. Later on, the velocity then declines in an exponential trend over time. The velocity of Fe II lines, which is a good indicator of photospheric velocity, is always lower than that of hydrogen lines and it decreases below 3,000 km s −1 after 90 d. This can be explained by that the Fe II lines are formed in the inner-layers with larger optical depths.
In the lower panel of Figure 10 , we compare the velocity evolution of Fe λ5169 between SN 2016X and other SNe IIP. It is obvious that the velocity of SN 2016X higher than SN 1999em (by ∼ 1,000 km s to 56 Fe are fully thermalized, the 56 Ni mass can be also estimated from the tail luminosity. Using Equation (2) Elmhamdi et al. (2003) found a tight correlation between the 56 Ni mass and a steepness parameter of the Vband light curve at the transitional phase. For SN 2016X we fit the V -band light curve and estimate the steepness parameter S as 0.099 mag day −1 at the epoch of inflection ti = 92 day. Using the empirical relation (log M ( 56 Ni) = −6.2295 S − 0.8147), the mass of 56 Ni for SN 2016X is estimated to be 0.037±0.003 M⊙. This value is consistent with that derived from the tail luminosity. Therefore, the average value of 56 Ni mass is taken as 0.034 ± 0.006 M⊙.
DISCUSSION
Nickel Mass
Properties of Progenitor
For CC SNe, shortly after the shock breakout, the shockheated stellar envelope cools down due to the outward expansion. The timescale of cooling depends mainly on the initial radius of the progenitor, opacity, and gas composition. And the early light curves of SNe are dominated by the radiation from the expanding envelope. Some simple analytic expressions have been developed to describe the properties of the emitted radiation and are used to (Huang et al. 2015) , and SN 2014cx (Huang et al. 2016) .
constrain the progenitor radius (e.g. Rabinak & Waxman 2011; Chevalier & Irwin 2011; Sapir & Waxman 2017) . For example, progenitors with larger radius (i.e., RSG with 500-1000 R⊙) stay at higher temperature and cool down at a slower pace than those with smaller radius (i.e., BSG with 50-100 R⊙), as indicated by the expression
eV, where fρ represents density profile, E51 is the energy in units of 10 51 erg, R * ,13 is the radius in units of 10 13 cm, κ0.34 is the opacity in units of 0.34 cm 2 g −1 , and t5 is time in units of 10 5 s. Thanks to the timely follow-up observations from the Swift UVOT, we are able to better construct the spectral energy distribution and estimate the corresponding blackbody temperature (cooling phase of the shock breakout) for SN 2016X in the early phase. This allows us to constrain its progenitor radius by fitting to the temperature evolution. Adopting an optical opacity of 0.34
and a RSG density profile fρ = 0.13 in the Eq. (13) apparently large progenitor in comparison with other SNe IIP.
Using the SuperNova Explosion Code (SNEC, Morozova et al. 2015) , Morozova et al. (2016) find that the early properties of the light curves of SNe IIP depend sensitively on the radius of the progenitor star, with a relationship between the g-band rise time and the radius at the time of explosion (i.e., log R[R⊙] = 1.225 log trise [day] + 1.692). We also use this relation to estimate the size of the progenitor star. For SN 2016X , the g-band rise time is estimated as 10.60±0.40 days, which leads to an estimate of 890±40 R⊙ for the progenitor of SN 2016X . This analysis, together with the result from shock breakout cooling, favours that SN 2016X has a larger progenitor with a radius up to ∼ 900-1000 R⊙.
Based on the RSG sample in the Milky Way and Magellanic Clouds (MC) (Levesque et al. 2005 (Levesque et al. , 2006 , González-Gaitán et al. (2015) found that there is a general tendency that the more massive RSG stars have larger radius sizes. A tight mass-radius relation can be obtained for the RSG stars in the Milky Way, i.e. R/R⊙ = 1.4(M/M⊙) 2.2 , as shown in Figure 12 (see the dashed line). This relation gives a rough estimate of 18.5-19.7 M⊙ for the progenitor of SN 2016X. In this plot, we also show the progenitor mass and radius estimated from photospheric cooling/hydrodynamic analysis and HST archive images for a sample of SNe IIP. We notice that mass and radius of these SNe IIP seem to follow that of the Galactic or MC RSGs, except that the hydrodynamic method gives a larger mass and a smaller radius for SN 2012aw. Table 8 Modeling Direct image SN 2016X Figure 12 . The progenitor mass and radius for a sample of SNe IIP. The blue dots represent the estimates using hydrodynamic modeling, while the black dots are results from analysis of the pre-explosion images (see the reference from Table 8 ).
Dashed lines represent the mass-radius relation derived from the Galactic (upper) and Magellanic-cloud (lower) RSGs, respectively (González-Gaitán et al. 2015) .
the dotted line). Given a radius, the star will have a larger mass for lower metallicity. This can be explained with that more metal-poor stars usually lose their mass at a lower efficiency.
As the host galaxy of SN 2016X UGC 08041 is a latetype Sd galaxy and the sn locates at its outskirts, it is possible that the progenitor of SN 2016X has a relatively lower metallicity. Considering this effect and hence the possible mass loss of the progenitor star before the explosion, the mass range we derived for the progenitor of SN 2016X should be a lower limit. Along with SN 2012aw and SN 2012ec, the high mass derived for the progenitor of SN 2016X indicates that RSGs with an initial mass around or above 20.0 M⊙ could lead to an explosion of type IIP SN.
SUMMARY
In this paper, we present the ultraviolet/optical photometry and low resolution spectroscopic observations for the type IIP SN 2016X up to 180 days after explosion. The highquality UV/optical data allow us to place interesting constraints on the observational properties of SN 2016X and its progenitor. A brief summary of our results are listed below.
The Swift UVOT data reveals the presence of prominent UV emissions at just only 2 days before the primary UV peaks, which is very likely related to the shock breakout of very massive stars. For SN 2016X the UV contribution to the total flux can reach 30% for SN 2016X in the early phase, while the typical value is ∼15%. In particular, this supernova is found to have a very long rise time before reaching the maximum light, i.e., 12.6±0.5 days in the R band, in contrast to ∼7.0 days for normal SNe IIP. The photometric and spectral evolution is overall similar to SN 2013ej.
Using the early-time temperature evolution inferred from the Swift UV photometry, we derived an initial radius of 860-990 R⊙ for the progenitor of SN 2016X. The long g-band rise time of SN 2016X also indicates a large progenitor radius of ∼ 890 R⊙ according to the rise timeradius relation from the SNEC. Based on the mass -radius relation of the Galactic RSG, we also obtain a rough mass estimate of 18.5-19.7 M⊙ for the progenitor of SN 2016X, which provides further evidence that massive stars with an initial mass up to 19-20 M⊙could also produce an explosion of type IIP supernova.
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